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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI’ITEE

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

FOR AERONAUTICS

No. 1155

ON THE PROBLEMS OF CHAPLYGIN FOR MIXED

SUB- AND SUPERSONIC FLOWS*

By F. Franld

There are investigatedthe ~roblems of the flow of a supersonic
jet out of a vessel with plane Bide walls and the problem of the super-
sonic flow about a wedge when there is a zone of local subsonic veloc-
ities ahead of the wedge.

INTRODUCTION

In the present paper it is assumed that the reader is acquainted
with the work of S. A. Chaplygin (“On Gas Jets” (reference 1)) and with
the method of computation of plane-parallel supersonic flows given by
Prandtl and Busemann (reference 2, see also references 5 and 6). There
is recommended a preliminary acquaintance with the work of F. Tricomi
“On second order partial differential equations of mixed type” (refer-
ence 3) whose methods undoubtedlywill be caFable of being used in
proving the existence of the solution of the problems considered by us.

Since in what follows we shall everywhere make use of the notation
of Chaplygin we shall here present the formulas and notation of impor-
tance to use. Chaplygin makes use of the method of the hodograph. As
the independent variables he chooses in the first place the nagnitude

~2
T=.—

~zm
(1)

where V is the flow velocity at a given point, Vm is the maximum
velocity corresponding to the stagnation temperature To (that is,
the temperature arising in front of an obstacle in the flow) char-
acteristic for the given flow; Vm is givenby

v2m . 2JgcpT() (2)

where J is Joule’s constant, g the acceleration of gravity, Cp
the specific heat for constant pressure, and To the absolute

*Bulletin de L’Academie des Sciences de L’URSS (Ruesian) Vol. 9,
1945, Pp. 121-143.
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stagnation temperature. The second independent variable is taken to
be the angle of inclination of the velocity G, Wribten in these
independent variables the
tional flow satisfies the

r
bi2T

1——
?T

(1 - T)~

where

and

stream funcbion “$ i?lthe case of_a-
equation

akl’~+1- (2p+ l)Ta4 ~
hT 1

—-— =

2 (1 –T)P+%32
J

(5)

(3b)

the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume,
respectively.

The value

T=54
1..———

, 7 (4)
-IJ

cor~e~ponds to the critical velocity; tha+,is, the vel.oc~tyof the
ilow equal to the corresponding local solnldveh,ciiy.

Ou introduc:.ngthe auxil.iarlvariable

equation (3) assumes the form

~=b-(~~+-l)T—-— — —
(1 --T)2B-F1

(5)

(6)

(7)
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Thus, equation (6) for aubaonic velocities will be of the elliptic
and for supersonic velocities of the hyperbolic type.

~.-..,.,- .--.*..,. . ... . . ..-

Chapl.yginfurther

where

considers particular solutions of equation (3)

(T)”e) = zv (T) sin 2VG (8)

Zv (T) =TVYO (T) (9)

and yv (T) is the hyyergeometric function

YU (’f)=F (av, bv; 2u +l;T) (lo)

where

av+~=2V- 13, av~ . – pv (2V + 1) (10a)

In the theory of Chaplygin an important part is also played by
the auxiliary function xv (T)

Ty’v T Z’v
xv.l+–—-=——

v yv v Zv
(11)

The problems consideredby Chaplygin for flow velocities remaining
everywhere beiow the velocity of sound reduce to the problem of
Dirichlet and are solved with the aid of series combined from the
special solutions of the form (8). To what boundary yyroblems_f&r.—.—
equation (3) the problems of Chaplyg-e for miX.~~_s.uk-.a@_sg~er-—--c.- ...._.-....—
sonic flows remaii~d unhmown, Basing himself on the work of Tricomi---”’”
(reference3) t!he aufi=s succeeded in finding a formulation of
these problem: and to establish the uniqueness of their solutions.~—--.,.-. ——

h what follows the author hopes to give a mathematically well
founded and practically suitable solution of the problems stated.

i

.,

,. .

.>. .

,,, ,,., — -.— ,,. , , ,,, -. -.,.,, ,-..-—
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1. REDUCTIO~TOF TEE PROBLEMS OF TIE FLOW OF A SUPERSONIC

JET TO TIE FRcYXEM OF’‘IRICOMIFOP TBE EQUATION OF

C13AFILiGINUNIQUENESS THEOI?EMFOR THESE PROBLEMS

The problem of Tricomi is the following: Let there by given a
linear partiai differential eqluationof the second order which on one
side of ‘thecurve C in the plane of the independent variables is of
the elliptic type and on the ohher side is of the hyperbolic type,.
Let us consider the region D bounded by the curve L lying in the
elliptic region with its ~nde lyin~ on the curve C and with the
characteristics xl and X2 belongi.rgto different families and
starting from the ends of the curve L (fig. 1). Let the vaiues of
the solution be given on the curves L and xl- but not on X2.
There is sought a solution in the redion D.

This boundary problem was i’ir~tfo.rmula.tedby 1?.Tricomi (refer-
ence 3) as applied to the equation

(1)

Tricomi proved the uniqueness and existwnce of the solution of
this problem. In this section we shall reduce the problem of the
flow of a supersonic ,jetto a certain problem of Tricomi for the
equation of Chaplygiri(see introductionequation (6)):

(2). .

and
(or
K<

The coefficient K for
drops with increasing T

0=0) weha~e K=O,
o. !l?husequa,tion(2) is

mual~ T or large 0 is equal to pnity
(decreasing cs). For T = (1+2~)-1

and for T> (1 + 2p)-1 (or 0< O)
af the elliptic type for n > 0 and

hyperbolic for CT< 0. We shall first prove tl.euniqueness of the
solution of the problem of Tricomi for equation (2).

We consider in the plane (e, O) a finite ~egionboundsd by the
curve ABC lying in the half plane ~ > 0 and the characteristics

AD, CD, lyin,gin the half plane a< O (fig. 2). We assume that
in this region the solution vQE~oQ..(g)..itak:~&q:alal to
zero on ABC and on CD. We shall show that tlnissolution is equal
@-’zero over tne entire region.
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We consider first the solution in the triangle and will show

-

i

that
—

We transform the equation

by integratingby parts.

(3)

(4)

(5)

Hence

Along the characteristic DA we have

de-~da

(7)
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Hence

so that

(9)

<o

(lo)

Thus, to prove the inequality (3) it remains to show that

To prove this we

lf&+ii)po’o
A&

shall transform to characteristic coordinates:

Cm.df)+fiido 1
dv=d9– vf~K~do

J

from which we obtain the Jacobian determinant:

(11)

(12)
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Differential

On the other

or

equation (3) becomes

hand

7

(13)

(14)

(15)

where the integral on the right is taken over the area C’A’D’ (fig. 3)

To compute this integral we rewrite equation (14) in the following
form:

,
[

‘i where

(16)

I
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On the other hand,

(17a)

(17b)

(18)

This expression is ne$ative if o-,~erbhe entire triangle ACD

2T<——
‘Z+13

(19)

The above inequality expresseE4the fac~+ that the Mach number M should

be less than 2; for, with T = &-
L+p

2 T 2(~_
Mz== –-—=

2 l) {2E –——. —. — — ..
–11-T }$–1 2~-1.

1]=4 (19a)

This means for ~ = 1.7. the base @o of the trianglp ml~stsatisi’y
the inequality

03 <5:540 (1.9b)

Whether this restricting condition for the yro~f of the inequality (3)
is essentially required or whether it is cnly connected with our
method of proof is as yet unclarified+.

Let us now consider the region ABC. By integrating by parts
we obtain as above:

*The proof remains valid for any equation of the form (2) where
K is a regular function of o for u = O and dK/dG > 0 for a = O
and K(O) = 0, provided that G in the triangle ADC remains suffi-
ciently small. As applied to equation (1) the proof remains valid for
any size triangles ADC. The same is true of the proof of the unique-
ness as a whole,
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whence

and taking account of inequality (3)

(20)

(21)

(22)

From equations (24), (22), (l.l)~(17a), and (19) it fol.lowsnow that

~.o (23)

aa was to be proved.

The proo~ of uniqueness here given is applicable under the con-
dition that the transformationsencountered are valid. This com-
pletion of the uniqueness proof we shall give after investigatingthe
properties of the solution of our problem.

Let us return to the problem of the flow of a supersonic stream.
We consider a vessel with symmetricallyarranged walls forming an
angle 29° (fig. 4(a)). We aasert,that for a sufficiently small
external pressure the problem is reduced to the following problem of
Tricorni: In the region OA’B’C (fig. 4) a solution $ is sought
under the conditions:

-1

10$=-: on GA’B’

20*=0 on OC
}

(24)
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Similarly on the boundary of the regjon OABC! we must have

2°’$=Oon OC
I

J
(24a)

The obtained solution gives a wappin~ of’the region GA’B’CBAO
in the plane (x, y); thereby are obiained the region of subsonic
velocities, the curve of sound velacitiea, and the part of the super-
sonic stream touching this cmn-e. The cmtinuation rot’the supersonic
stream to infrinityis obtained by the me~hcd of Prandtl and Busemann
(reference 2).

We now proceed to prove the ab(JVF3 statement. According to the
conditions (2A) and (24a) the walls of the vessel correspond tcjthe
radii OAT and OA, and the axis of symmetry of the vessel to the
radius OC. AS re~ards the Chdi’Wk2r~StiCS AB and A’B’ there
correspond to them in the (x, y) plianet!~e~mint,s A and A’, the

opening edges of the vessel. For, ~i’along the chmacteristic of
equation (4) the stream funct~.on ‘.)is constant, the potential V
is likewise constant (reference 4, section I, formulas 1.15 and 1.16).
But if along a certain line T and ‘~ are constant, then the
coordinates x and y are also const)ank. It remains to show that
the obtained flow may be continued ‘h the farm cf a s+,reamwith con-
stant pressure (constant velo~ity) on its boundaries. Such contin-
uation is Possible if ‘die ratio of pressures P1/P~ is less than
(not equal to) acertainf unction~fthe angle 0:

PI 17rJ
-< —.:
Po PO

(90) (pB - pressure at pcint B) (25)

We give below a table of values of this function:

00 = 10° 20° 030 40° 50° 54°

r (eo) = 0,53 0,26 0,20 0;:7 0,14 0,13

Let us consider first the case pl = PBo We draw the arc of a
circle BB’ with center at the uri~in of’coordinates, and prolong
the characteristics A’B’ and AB to their intersection D.

We now find the solution $ = ~2 of the equation or Chaplygin
in the triangle B’CB passjn~ a?Lon~ the charac-keristic CB into the
previous solution l)= @l and equal to (+ Q/2) elong BB’. Further,
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we find the solution $ = *3 in the triangle BB’C passing into the
solution * = ‘$1 along CB’ and equal to (- Q/2) along B’B.
Further, we find the uolution $ = $4 in the quadrilateral CB’DB
passing along CB inbo 03 and along CB’ into $2. Continuing,
we find the eolution $5 equal to $4 along B’D and to + Q/2
along B’B, and symmetrical to the latter, the solution $6 equal to
W4 along BII and equal to (-Q/2) along BB’. We then find the
solution *7 equal to i~5 along DB and equal to $6 along DB’,
etc.

The regions in the plane (x, y) corresponding to these solutions
are denoted in f’igure4 hy the correspondingnumbers. Thus we evidently
obtain t~ f’10wwith Pressure pB on the boundary.

If the pressure in the outer region is less than ~ we proceed
as follows (fig. 5). We draw the arc of a circle EE’ with radius
corresponding to the pressure pl < pB. The points E and E’ must
lie on the prolongations of the characteristics AB and A’B’. The
intersectionsof
istics CB and
th~-ough 1? and
in the point D

We now find
passes into *1
the solution $3

this circle with the prolongatiorm of the character-
CB’ we denote by 1’ and F’. We draw finally
F’ the conju~ates of the characteristics intersecting
on the axis of u.

the solution 02 in the quadrilateral CEEF’ that
along CB and is equal to Qh along BDF’; then
in the quadrilateral CB’EF that pas~es into $1

along CB‘ and is equal to (- Q~G) along B’Eil?’. Further, we find
the solution $4 in the quadrilateral ~lDF which passes into ~2
along CT’ and into $3 along CF. There are then found two
solutions in the triangle FF’C, etc. as was shown in the previous
case. We thus obtain the flow with the constant pressure pl < ~
on the boundary.

To prove the existence of a steady continuous supersonic stream
flowin~ out of a vessel it 5.snecessary only to prove the existence of
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the solution of the problem of Tricomi*. A strict proof of existence,
as has already been said in the introduction,has not yet been obtained
by US. The fact, however, that the solwtion of the problem of Tricomi
for equation (1) exists and for equation (2) there has been shown the
uniqueness of the solution makes it appear probabie that tke solution
of the problem of Tricomi for equation (2) likewise exists.

It should be nc,ted,however, that the proof of uniqueness was
obtained only for the values e~ < 54°. If this corresponds to the
actual state of affairs and if the exi:t~nce of the solutton were
established oiliyfor the values 9.< 54 this would mean that the
flow out of a symmetrical infinite vessel with straight walls is
possible in the form of a steady continuous supersonic flow provided
these walls include an angle not larger than 108°. The assumption is
here made that for 26LJ~ lo8~ supersonic flow without density jumps
(shockwaves) is impossible. It ~’ouldbe interesting to check this
assumption experimentally.

With rega~d to the obtained sclutions the curveQ of the velocity
of sound start from the edges of the opening. It is to be noted that
forp=~ there corresponds to the characteristics A’B~ and AB

one paint of the plane (x, y), rwmely, the edge of the opening and
this is aiso true for the case pl,.:pB with the corresponding char-
acteristics A’E’ and All. This means that the flow in the neighbor-
hood of the edges of the opening has the character of a Prandtl-Meyer
flow (reference 5), that is, the character of the flow about a corner
with expansion. The angle of inclination of -theboundary of the jet
as comparedwith the direction of the wall should he not less than
e~/2.

The flow within the vessel, since it is entirely determined by
the solution 41 of the problem of Tricomi, doee not depend on the

outside pressure P1 provided PI s pB. Hence the quantity of air

——

*This y~oof must of course be compietedwith the proof that the
Jacobian D(x, Y)/D(’~,v) or the magnitude (a$/au)2 +K(a$/~@2
for each of the solutions ~1, ’12,. . . has a constant sign. Other-
wise the component~ would not be unique functions of the coo~dinates,
In this case there would be expected the appearance of density jumps
in the flow. It is not difficult to show to which typesj according to
Christianovich (reference 4) the flows considered belon~. The flow
$1 in its supersonic part and also the flows ~2 and $3 are mixed
flows, the flow +4 is a flow oi rarefaction, the flows $5 and ~6

are mixed flows, the flow ~7 is a flow of cumpressionj etc.
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,1

per second likewise does not deFend on pl as entirely corresponds
to the well known experirnentilfacts.
.. .,.

By the above indicated methods it will not, however, be possible
to find a solution if

K
F-T

()2——
K+l PO> P1>PB (26)

In this case the problem is reduced to a boundary problem which
is a generalization of the problem of Tricomi. The solution is
sought in the region OCD’B’A’ where A’B’ and CD’ are arcs of
the ellipsoid of Busemann and ‘B’D’ an are of a circle corresponding
to the given external pressure. The points O, A’, C’ are the same
as in figure 4(a). The boundary conditions are the following:

very

The uniqueness of our solution

probable. In the limit for p

boundary problem goes over into the
into the solution of Chaplygin.

II. REDIJCTIONGF TBR PROBLEM OF A

J!NTHE CASE OF THE FORMATION OF A

WEDGE.TC)A BOUNDARY PROBLEM FOR

IN AN INIT!IALLY.KNOWNREGION

J

(27)

has not yet been proven but is
K

*_
\m

()

2= P-—————K+l PO the above

Dirichlet problem and its solution

SUPERSONIC FLOW ABOUT AW73DGE

SUBSONIC ZONE ABEAD OF THE

TBE EQUATION OF CHAPLYGIN

OF THE VELOCITY PLANE

THEOREM OF UNIQUENESS FOR THIS PROBLEM ......,T’
,-.,[,,!‘“
(-‘

In the case-here considered the entropy behind
is variable. In connection with t%Is in the equation of Chaplygin
?or the flow there appears a part on the right side proportional to
the derivative of the entropy with respect to the stream function

—
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(reference 5). In what follows we shall neglect this right part, as
also in general the variability ~ the entro~. The flow then remains
potential (refereace I.)and the equations of Chaplygin remain in force:

-.

(1)

(2)

The problem of the flow about the wedge can now be reduced to a
boundary problem in the re~icn OABDE or the plane (u, v) (fig. 6).
In this figure OA is a segment of the u axis, AB is the arc of
the strophoid giving the ~el.oci.tybehind the wave front lying within
the circle of the ~ubsonic velocities. The equation of this strophoid
(reference 5) is

V2 ——— =—

(Vl - U)z 2 ~1 + ;*2 u
K+l 1

(3)

B@ and ED are arcs of the characte~istics (epicycloid), B
and E lying on the circle of sound velocity, and OE is the radius
~king angle 00 where the latter is the angle between the sides of
the wedge in the direction of the approaching flow. The boundary con-
ditions are:

~. O on AOED (4)

where *B is assumed given.

On the al’cof the strophoid bheve nust be satisfied such con-
dition as would assure a continuous chan~c in the stream fundtion on
passing through the wa’:efront.

The corresponding transformation of the (u, v) plane into the
(x, y) plane is shown in figure 6. As in the previous problem, to the

. —.
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characteristic ED corresponds a single point E-D in the (x, y)
plane. At this point-(corner at the base of the wedge) there arise
flows of the Prandtl-Busemann type. The continuation of the flow
beyond the Mach line OB is not of interest eince it has no effect
on the flow in front of this line (this continuationmay be deter-
mined by the method of Prandtl-Busemann).

Under these conditions there will evidently~e satisfied in
the (u, v) plane those boundary conditions in the (x, y) plane,
which are a consequence of the formulation of the problem of
Chaplygin*. The V?LIUe Of ~B is proportional to the height of
the wedge. It remains to render more ?recise the boundary con-
ditions on the arc of the strophoid AB.

Let pl he the density in the undisturbed flow and A the
angle of inclination of the densj.byjump at an arbitrary point
(fig” 7). Let VI be the ~-elocityof the undistorted flow, pO
the density at a stagnation Foin.t. We rscall that podti gives the
difference in the dischargs at two infinitely near points. Then
along the discontinuity

pOd~

On the other hand (refe~ence 1)

= plVldy (6)

r-y)c~~ ~a~d$+$adq2=~-v— ( ).She a~d~+~~de =
‘Y=?)* (

d$ + -y–
au

(

po cos 6 ~V + sin 6 ?~da ~W ~~= .— —.
Pv v K ae ao )

(7)

From equations (6) and (7) we have

(

1

) (

3W

)
—-~ d~=~~nfl K%d@d6
Pl~~ po’v

Further (fig. 8)

*Of the conditions which are satisfied on the wave front we
have rejected one. This, however, is unavoidable since we have
neglected the change of entropy.

(8)
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v~cosh= vcos(A-e)=v~ (9)

(that is, the tangential velocities do not change on passing through
the discontinuity) and

(that is, the flow discharge does not change in passing through the
discontinuity) (refersnce 1)0 Hen3e

. 1 Cos e (11 sir,(A — e) cos @——
)

. —. .——— .—.-
Plvl pv
__ – ——-- = pl~l

sin A 8’

and

(11)

Hence the boundary ccnditien (8) becomes m;t:-; f;,;,, .,,.< “,
.

(13)

,:ince along the strmplm~d El is a ‘knownf’17nctim of 0 the equa-
tion (13) gives a homo~eneous linear relation between ~$/dO and
aw/bo.

/li We shall now show that the conditions (4), (5), and (13) deter-
~,minethe solution of equation (2) in the regicn 0Aj3DE u~ely, or—.— —-—-- ——— — ..
in other words that the homogeneous conditions (4) and (13) determine
the stream ftmction except for a constant factcr. FGr this purpose
it is necessary and sufi’icientto shcw tha+ tke s~lution of equa-
tion (2) satisfying conditions (4), (13), c,rd{5), 4(E?)= O’ must
be identically eq~:alto zero. To prove this it is sufficient to show
that from the satisfying of’the condition.(4) along AOE, (13) along
AB, and (5) ab the point B there fc~llcws

(14)



A.

*
It is here necessary of cGurse, as in section 1, to assume that

at the poink J M <2 (or that the central angle of the arc B is
less than 54°.

where the integral is taken along the line o = O. For, in section 1
it has already been shown that due to’the satisfying of the condi-
tion ~ = O ‘along ED*

(15)

and that from (14) and (15) we have

I.p=0 (16)

We shall prove inequality (14). We have:

(17)

Hence

(18)
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which proves the uniqueness theorem*.

Since there was here assumed the ~-alidityof the tt’ansformations
given it is necessary to supplement this proof of uniqueness by a
p~oof of existence. To the problem of existence and the effective
method of finding of a solution we hope to return later.

If the pressure behind the wedge is grea-terthan the pressure
at the point D (fig. 6) the region in the plane of the hodograph
and the bounda~’yconditions vary in the same manner as in the case
of the Tlow out of a vessel (see remark to section I).

III. TWO LEMMAS TO THE THEORY OF THE EQUATION OF CEU@LYGIN.

PCSS161LITY OF APPLICATION OF SERIES OF

TYPE OF CHAPLYGIN TO THE PROBLEM OF

A SUI?ERSONICFLOW FROMA VESSEL

THE

In this section we shall prove two lemmas to the equation of
Chaplygin which we intend to use later for a proof of the existence
of the solution of the ymoblem.of Tricomi. The first of these
lemmas is an asymptotic formula for the logarithmic derivative of
the function ZV(T) of’Chaplygin (see introduction, formula (11))

for T = (2P + 1)-1 and large V, namely

(1)

where C is a constant independent of v and the symbol o (1)
means a bounded magnitude.

—

*The proof 01’uniqueness i: applicable only if the central angle
o: the arc BE In +l,isconnection there is alsois less than 54 $

obtained the restriction for the anCle ~c~ (E’iG.6), The limiting
angle @tiax depends on the Mach n-~ti.~erof the approaching stream.
For M . 1, ‘Omax = 54°, for M = m, eomax = 9s0< The question
as to whether this limittn~ angle has yhysical significance still
remains open.
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---

In preparing the payer “The Theory--o~--theLaval Nozzle” for
publication we were able to render this formula more accurate. We
obtained an asymptotic formula for large V:

2k

()

- 2y2\~1 ‘
1> 2/5 -2/3

._—
= c~;; + co + Clv +... + Ckv 3 -f-Ou

,T=L2p+l

.
In the case T =

ED%
this f’ormulais involved in an

inequa~.ityproven by Cha~lygin, namely, the inequality

(2)

where

~Y’v ~ Z’v
.—- =——xv = 1 i-Vyv v Zv

and
- ——S=lL

(2a)

(2b)

We now proceed to the puoof o; (l). By tlefin~.timof the func-
tion ZV(T), the function

satiflfiesthe eq~~ationof Chaplygin. If we repiace the variable T
by the variable 0 (reference 1, sec:i.oaV, formula (91)) then from
the cquatiGn

a2w
-&j

—#+K—#=0 (4)
X3 be

there follows

where

C“u(d - 4v2K~v(0) = O

E,,(o)= zv(~)

(!5)

(5a)
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We recall that

ZV(T) = Tvyv(T)
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[6)

where YV(T) is a solution of the hypergeometric equation

T(I - T) y’’v+c2v+l+(p--2v - l)TI y’v + PV(2U + 1) yv = O

(7)

regular for T=O.

Equation (7) has a second independent solution of the form

(8)y@@) =7-%,)(T)

where t!3v(T)is regular for T=O. Therefore equation (5) has a
second independent solutim

(2)V(T) =T-vgv(T)C(z)v(a) =2 (9)

From the formula for the coefficient K (section 1, formula (4a))
it follows that near ~ . 0

K=ao-tbo2 +... (lo)

where

(10a)

.
Since for T <(2p + 1)-1 (or 0>0) K is bounded, it follows from
equation (10) that

In differential
its approximate

tK-aol<Bo2foro>0 (11)

equation (5) we now replace the coefficient K by
value equal to ao. We obtain the equation

Cv
-It -4v2a~~V= O (12)

where Cv(a) is that $olutionof equat~on~~;) ;h~c~for o-+~ (T+O)
approaches zero and which is equal to -, This solution
has the following form (reference 3, section III, formula (12)):
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(13)

where

I
cd 1“

A(f) =
#Q-~P~

(g $~~dpCos — + (14)
o \6

For what f’ollowsit is of huxxtance that the function A(g)
for any positive m satiofy the inequality

]Aml+(oo) (15)
.

We now denote ky b~v tho function

bl.v= Cv .-tv (16)

This function satisfies the norikmwgeneous differential equation

(btv)” - 4u%f51v = 4v2f(c) (17)

f(o) = (aO-- K) ~v(o) (17a)

According to the general.theory of homogeneous linear differ-
enfiialequations there follovs from (17)

where

rv ,,@
A=

CV 62)v

1:/,,i’
‘;,1
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It is easy to prove that

C2=0

In fact, for small T (large 0)

(19)

<V(CT)= O (T”), C(2)V= O (T-v), dO =-&O (1)

(20)

(21)

(22)

f(o) = O (02) = O (ln2T) = O (~-c)

where c is an arbitrarily small quanliiky. Thus

w

I
T

f(~’) ~v(~’) d~’ = O (T’V-C-l) dCJ’= O (’+-~)
Jo “o

From equations (15), (2’1),and (22) we have

5CV(G) = o (T-c) + CJ2)V(0) (23)

Hence if C240

which contradicts

We shall now

btv(o) .*:

then

lim5[v(0) =m
O->m

the definition of this function

compute Cl. We have

,.ca

(23a)

P)v(o) / f’(cJ’) Lv(d) do’ + C1~v(0) = O (24)

whence we obtain for the constant:

(25)
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and for the derivative @v(o):

> .,. ,

~{~(2)1~(o{Lmf(~)~V(~ 1)d~}+cl~u(o)=
&v(o) = *

(27)

Eowever, according to Chaplygin (reference 1-,vol. II, p. 30)

!@)
0GlV(0)

—.—Slfor OS T<(l+2p)-1 (28)

(or O < 0)

Hence

(29)

m-w

Thus according to (27)

(30)
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which proves formula

The ct~mputation

(l).

of the
and the kno~ properties of

A’(o)
~

magnitude A’(O)/A(O) from formula (14)
r functions gives

r($) #
‘–~” (30a)

‘ [3}

The second lem is a consequence of the first and my be stated
as follows: Let $ be a bounded solut!o~ of equation (4) defined in
the region

5>C, c<$<c~ (31)

Let ‘thelimiting values for 9 = O and S = 80 be

W(O, 0) = *(C, 00) = ~ (32)

Then there exists a kernel. K(9J &f) rid depending on $ the prop-

erties d which are determined tiythe equation

K(6, e’) =A(le - @’l-l/S– (e -1-e’)-lis– (e + e’ -2QO)-% +0(1)

which pezmits e::pressing
in terms of the boundary

$(0, e) =
n (2o

& K(0, G’) tiU(O,0’) d@’ (54)

To satisfy equation (34) it is required merely that the ~quare of the
function ~0(0, 0) be integ~able.

We ehall now prove this. We compute first the kernel K(6, @’)
assmuing that it exists. In the ~ar%icular case

(35)
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(36)

We introduce the notation

rvm
& = -——

Cv(o)

Equation (36) may then be written in the

~(o, e) = ?@@’‘) [
’60

—
v

—.— .=
)\n

K(9,
.)()

(37)

(38)

or

(40)

CD

sin 2n8 sin 21ii)’K(O, @’)=:) — ——.—
An –

(41)

nq “

It remains to investigatethe convergence of this series.
According to equation (30)

~ _ Al(o)
n - ~~~ = L= ~1 + 0(n-2/5~1_* (42)

\

1 A(o) r.— . -———
An 1 i- O(n–~ L -2f3)l

At(o)Y4av
.-

whence

(42a)
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co
2 A(o)

K(e, 9’) = ——––—
>
~ sin 2n$ sin 2n8’.——._

~o ~’(o)%~ ~ ~z~—+ \

m

+ ~ ain 2n3 sin 2n0’ O(n-4/3) (43)
.-
n=1

The second of the series On tl!eright conver~es Unf.formlyand the series

(44)

may ‘!e surmed in explic~t fcmm.

It is sufficient,to consider tha seriec
co

/f’mC-t t~-1 CiLt.= r(z)
Jo

(45)

(46)

whence

FOrmLl~a (47) is olrtainedfrom (4~) hy amrming the geOmetriC SCrieS
taking account of the fact tiiat
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..=

s.

and therefore

J
03

J
La

~-1/3 eN(-x+iv) #/S ~-Nx ~x .

1 -X+iw
-e dx~& ~

o

or cerrespcndingly

J
.02

~-I/3 eN(-x+iq)——. () /dx<i’$ N-23
1 _ e-x+iy /

o

Taking the real part 01 formula (47) we obtain the required sum of
series (45):

CD co

‘)x
“\

cos n~r$- ——— I
x-1/5 e-x cosT – e-2x

~z /s— = 1 - 2e-x Cos 9 t-Q
-2i ‘“ (48)

n=1 JO

We proceed to the investigationof bhe properties of
for V=O arid CP= 2fi. It is sui’fi.cientof coui”se
the function (48) near T= O. We have:

the function (48)
to investigate

,,.-

— —
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J
1
#3 (l+ X) COS Q-1

+ dx + 0(1; =
(1 + x)r- 2(1+X )COSV+1

0

J
‘1

x-1/3 (1+ X) COS 9-1= –— dx + O(1) =
(1 + X)2 : 2(1.tx)cWCp+l

o

The lafltintegral is nest simply computedwith the aid of residues*.

Further,

.,9-1/3 .cD-l/3

I

z4dz

J

1’ z4dz
~=T ~6+1=

-0 “ o

(50)

(The first terms come from the residues, an~l~~ term 0(@/3) from
the integral over a semicircle of radius V

*For this remark which greatly simplifies the preliminary deri-
vation the ~utho~, is indebted to A. Nikolsky,
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Thus we have finally

. .

(51)

wh~ch gives for the kernal K(e, 19i)

A(O) f-
K(f3,e’) = f e- 911-~/3 _

()

(e+e’ )-l/s -
r; A’(O) al/3

- (290 -0-9’ )-1/3}+O(1) (52)

That the obtained kernel. K(e, L91) actually expresses the
boundary values of $(9, O) in terms of $.(6, O) is established
first in the case where $0 i.sexpressed throu~h a finite trigono-
metric series and in the second case by passing to the limit making
use of the respresentationof ~r in the form of the Chaplygin series.
Thus the second lewa liasbeen proved. A similar lemma has been
proven by Tricomi for the eqUatsLon

It plays an essential part in reducing the problem considered to an
integral equation of Fredholm of the second kind.

We now proceed to the question of the possibility of representing
the solution of the problem of flow from a vessel with the aid of
series of the ty-peof Chaplygin. We recall the formulation of this
problem. There is sought a bounded solution of eq~lation(3) in a
reg?.onof the (u, v) -plane(see fig. 4) such that

~= Oon OC, $.-~on OA’B’ (53)

We consider now a second solution $’ of equation (3) defined
by the equation

Wiim . .

l,\/!1

1I
This solution satisfies the following conditions of Tricomi:

;’

(54)
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(55)

$1= w--;
2 e~ J

on A’I!’

We assume that this solution exists ar.dthat for a = O, awptf satis-
fies the condition provenhy Tricomi in the case of equation (l)*

av’Ig(e) = —-a’3 fJ=-j=
f3@/3) (56)

or in ~eneral that the square of the functicm g(e) be integrable.
Then

(5-7)$(0) = ~~bn sin 2ve

where

and

the

m-—
‘- 2e0 (57a)

Then according to Chapl:gin the solution ~’ in the sector of
circle OCA’ will be

where

(58)

(59a)

In particular on the arc CA:

—— — -— —-

‘XInthe case of analytic Laval nozzles this condition actually
holds.
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> 2’mI)n
V’(O, e) = f(e) = ~- sin 2v0 (59)

~n
n=~.

As the results obtained by Chaplygin have shown, the convergence of
the series (58) in the sector OCA’ is assured. In the character-
istic triangle CA’BI it is as yet impossible to say anybhing as
regards the con~-ergenceof the series on the basis of these results.
We have shown, however, in another paper (reference 7) that for con-
tinuous vaz-iationof the Callchydata on the arc of the transition
line (0= O) the solution of the equation of Tricorniin the corre-
sponding characteristictrian~le varies continuously. From this it
follows that the problem of Tricomi stated
form of the series

w=-;

where the coefficients

\+ c~[u(e)l
/“L.J an -~r-
n.1

Y
n= j-

an are determined

by LISis solved in the

sin 2u0 (60)

from the condition

o = a(e) denoting the dependence of a on G along the arc of the
epicycloid.

Thus out problem under the assumptions made has been reduced to
the solution of an infinite system o~’ordinary linear equations. It
my be attempted to solve this system approximately keeping only a
finite number of terms in the infinite sum (equation (61)) and requiring
only a correspondinglyfinite number of chosen values of 9.

Translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

,>,
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